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Runner and company have safely left the city ahead of the siege. Completing their class promotions
with barely any time to spare. Unfortunately Runner hasn't discovered the password he needs to
begin the logoff process to save the 400,000 or so crewmates left alive in this game where dying
truly means death. The game continues to shift and change with each day and as a byproduct of
Runner's actions. Not only do the rules change, but those he's with have changed. No longer simple
programs, they have reached actual sentience. Pressing himself ever onwards to learn more about
the world he finds himself surprised at every turn. On top of navigating the ever changing game, the
outside world has contacted him directly. Now he has to begin to navigate the situation as a gamer,
IT support, and an officer. Of course this would all be a lot easier if he hadn't gotten captured within
a few hours of leaving Crivel. Fate seems to be stacking the deck against him as quickly as she can
this time around.
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Yet another great piece by this author. The main character progresses both mentally and physically
while overcoming new and old foes. The sheer effort clearly shown in this work is both impressive
and inspiring. The story is clear and easy to follow, and Runner is once again a joy to follow as he
rises and falls, through love, loss, and everything inbetween. I can't wait for the last book in this
series!

In my opinion Arand has done something many authors fail to do, create a squeal faithful to the
original. Furthermore he set the hook, and hard. I couldn't put the book down. The author continues
to develop his characters and plots. I found throughout the book he answered many of my
questions, but left just enough open to keep me doubting what would happen next. All in all, well
done, and a good read.

This story defiantly progresses the story. The feel of the book is far heavier emotionally than the first
book, making it not as fun to read as the first. Hopefully in the third we will learn more about the
other areas and races of the world, bringing back some of the discovery and adventure that was
lost.Overall good book.

Many fantasy novels suffer from flat and simplistic portrayals of morality. Not so here. The main
character often struggles (sometimes painfully) with his pre-existing social norms, but he is
ultimately able to adapt to new circumstances (that call for a more flexible moral view) in a very
satisfying way. Most (all) people are not one-dimensional. We do bad things for the right reasons.
Sometimes we regret it; sometimes we don't. With a real protagonist, this story is a pleasure to
read.

I wished that was better with reminding us that a new book is out.I only found this book by
reviewing all my favorite writers. Thank gods.Read this book. It will prove as invigorating as the 1st.
Full of fun, danger, harem building, action and awesome loot!!

Yet another great addition to the series so far and a great read for anyone who likes the genre of
lit-rpg, the main character had to struggle through decisions and grow. It wasn't an easy path he
walked and we got to see him grow. I can't wait for the next book, I'll be buying it as soon as it
releases and hope I don't have to wait too long for it!

Excellent piece of work, very willing to read more of this author. One of the best books of this genre
I have read. Right up there in quality comparable to Vasiliy Mahanenko and the way of the shaman.
Really looking forward to more from this author.

This is a tough book to rate for me.On the plus side, I really really like what the author did with the
main plot element being an OP (over-powered) character having relationships and discovering

himself in them. This is the first time I've actually liked seeing and OP character. Normally they are
power-fantasies gone to the extreme. Here, the OP aspect and its mechanical effects are not the
main interest. Here, we see how a character who has OP game and system abilities deals with
emotional issues.On the down side, the author's portrayal of these emotional issues seemed a bit
heavy-handed at times. Also, I would have liked the in-game story to be more meaningful - the
author gave us some bit and pieces of this in the MC's aspirations, but it never quite hit
home.Overall, I am happy I read it. I'd recommend it to anyone who like to consider what life in a
video game might be like - it brings up issues I've not seen in other stories. And it is an easy read,
long but enjoyable, never going stale.
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